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Abstract: Tasks are of two types such as data intensive tasks 

and compute intensive tasks. Data intensive tasks spend 

most of its time in data IO where as compute intensive task 

spend very less time in data IO by having its more time 

spent on performing computations on that data. Existing 

frameworks are more supportive for the data intensive tasks 

as one such is the MapReduce framework. This paper 

proposes an alternative approach for the compute intensive 

tasks. A new framework is designed where the parallel 

processing of the compute intensive is performed efficiently. 

Task scheduling and rescheduling are performed by 

knowing the runtime performance of the systems deployed 

for the task execution. Different scenarios are considered to 

improve speed of the working system. This causes the 

increase of the system performance and also reduces the 

time length of the task completion.  

Index terms: parallel processing, instrumentation, outliers, 

task scheduling. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The clusters with large number of servers handle the 

computational intensive task to support user’s applications 

(e.g., information retrieval, analytical or scientific 

computation). For this large scale infrastructure an efficient 
processing framework is needed. The observation is that most 

existing computing frameworks are suitable for data-

intensive tasks but lack consideration for compute-intensive 

ones. The Many previous investigations have shown that 

outliers constitute a notorious performance killer in massive 

task processing. Outliers progress much more slowly than 

peer tasks and therefore dramatically delay the completion 

time of the whole job. Many common and unexpected factors 

may lead to outliers, like uneven task assignment, 

hardware/software problems, and network congestion. In 

order to address this issue, computing frameworks heavily 
rely on a smart scheduler, which is capable of identifying 

outliers, timely aborting them, and re-executing replica tasks 

on other healthy nodes. Although there have emerged various 

large-scale computing frameworks, among which 

MapReduce is one of the most successful and representative 

frameworks, they lack a mechanism to estimate the progress 

of compute-intensive tasks and are consequently incapable of 

action to outliers. When performing this kind of tasks, data 

I/O activities mostly take a small portion of time and are 

skewed within a small interval. Therefore the traditional 

mechanism of progress estimation and outlier identification 

becomes problematic if directly applied to compute-intensive 
tasks. A job is the unit that a user submits to the framework,  

 

and tasks refer to what a job is split into when executed on a 
large multi-node infrastructure. Here proposed a new 

framework with a scheduler which schedules the task to 

various nodes for parallel execution. The task can be 

dynamically instrumented by including instrumenting code 

for the functions in an application program before sent for 

execution.  Later gather result of instrumentation from all 

nodes. On applying the IQR algorithm to this resultant data 

the identification of exact outlier is possible and accordingly 

cut off outliers. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
The scheduling of master worker applications on the 

computational grid is addressed in [1] where the number of 

workers is adjusted based on the task execution time. Task 

assignment policy called Size Interval Task Assignment with 

variable load (SITA-V) directs the small and numerous tasks 

to less loaded hosts and large but uncommon tasks to heavily 

loaded hosts [2]. To balance the load among multiple hosts, 

TAGS kills jobs and then restarts at a new host [3] where 

more consideration is made on the assignment of the tasks 

along with load sharing. Magpie, a tool chain used for 

knowing the system behavior and resource consumption [5] 

discusses about the system performance. Another scheduling 
scheme called TDS is employed for executing tasks against 

heterogeneous system [6], focusing on minimizing the 

scheduling length and scheduling time. MapReduce 

programming model related with large data sets [8] where a 

map function processes a key/value pair and a reduce 

function merge all intermediate values related with the 

similar intermediate key. From the survey, the scheduling of 

compute intensive task becomes a problem when the existing 

frameworks are considered. The major issue lies in 

increasing the processing level of system that is deployed for 

executing the task. Also the need of reduction in the 
completion time of the task becomes an issue. 

 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

The system architecture for the proposed method is shown in 

figure 1. The master consists of the task handler and the 

performance checker. The user requests a task for the master 

in a cluster environment. The performance checker collects 

the runtime status of all the slaves deployed in the cluster. 

Database keeps account of the slaves that are registered to 

the master. The status of the slaves is in the form of Im 

values. The IQR algorithm is used to identify the outlier 

node based on the Im values of systems present for the 
processing of the tasks. On knowing the outlier, the task 
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handler assigns the task for execution.  

 
Figure 1: System architecture 

 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of the proposed framework comprises of 

the cluster of systems. An efficient scheduling requires 

proper assignment of tasks to nodes for execution. The main 

methodologies used in the implementation part are 

instrumentation, outlier identification and task assignment.   

Instrumentation is used to know the runtime performance of 

each system. Depending upon the speed, the performance of 

the system deviates. To find out the systems with high and 

low performance, an outlier algorithm is made use of. The 

IQR algorithm gives the outliers such as low and high based 

on the instrumentation method. Proper identification of these 
outliers results in proper rescheduling of tasks.  

 

A. Instrumentation: 

The instrumentation method is performed to know the current 

runtime performance of the system. In the instrumentation 

process, an instrumentation variable Im is considered. This 

variable represents the performance statistics of the system at 

runtime environment. The actual runtime performance of a 

system is known depending on the number of times it 

performs the execution on a given set of instructions. More 

the number of executions, higher will be the performance of 
the system. Based on this method different Im values are 

collected from the systems deployed in a cluster. These 

collected Im indicates the runtime speed of that particular 

system. 

 

B. IQR algorithm: 

The IQR algorithm is used to determine data classified as 

outliers. An outlier is an observation that is “distant” from the 

rest of the data. Outliers can occur by chance or be 

measurement errors so it is important to identify them. The 

range, variance and standard deviation are sensitive to 
outliers, but IQR is not (resistant to outliers). 

 
Figure 2: IQR method representation. 

The interquartile range (IQR) is the range of the values of a 

variable over the middle part of a distribution. Specifically it 

is the range from the 25th to the 75th percentile of a variable. 

The IQR is a range, once the upper one-quarter and lower 
one-quarter of cases of a distribution are eliminated from 

consideration. This is shown in figure 2. 

Definition: The interquartile range (IQR) is the seventy-fifth 

percentile minus the twenty-fifth percentile. In symbols,  

IQR = P75 - P25 

Alternatively, the interquartile range is the third quartile 

minus the first quartile, since the third quartile is defined as 

the seventy-fifth percentile and the first quartile is the 

twenty-fifth percentile. 

One way to define an outlier is 

 Anything below Q1 – 1.5 IQR or…  

 Above Q3 + 1.5 IQR.  

This is called the 1.5 x IQR rule. The representation of 

outliers resulting from the IQR is shown in figure 3. This 

shows both low and high outliers lying beyond the threshold. 

The average range outliers lie in between the two thresholds. 

 
Figure 3: IQR and outliers representation. 

  

The input to the IQR will be the Im values collected from 

varying nodes deployed. Every individual node has its own 

particular Im value depending on the processing speed of the 

system.  

 

The IQR algorithm is as shown below: 

Step1: Collect Im values from all nodes. 

Step2: Sort all the Im values in ascending order. 

Step3: Find Q1, Q2 and Q3 from among the sorted Im values. 

Step4: Calculate IQR given by Q3- Q1. 
Step5: Find the threshold values Thlow=Q1-1.5(IQR) and 

Thhigh=Q3+1.5(IQR). 

Step6: Check for the conditions Im< Thlow and Im>Thhigh. 

 

The resultant of the IQR algorithm gives the outliers. Based 

on these outliers, the rescheduling of tasks is performed. 

When the exact outlier is found the rescheduling process 

becomes efficient causing fast completion of the tasks.   

 

C. Task scheduling and rescheduling scenarios: 

Proper scheduling of the tasks results in the accuracy of task 
completion with successful results. This needs some efficient 

methods to increase the performance. By using the 

instrumentation method and the IQR algorithm, the task 

scheduling becomes more efficient. The resultant of these 

methods gives the exact slave to which the task can be 

rescheduled so that the result is collected in less time. 

Different scenarios are considered based on the system 

performance which requires rescheduling of tasks for 
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efficient execution. The system performance varies 

depending on its speed, RAM and the load containing 

number of tasks assigned. This can cause slow processing of 

the task which further causes delay in the in the execution. 
Scenario1: In case of slow processing, the task from the 

current node is rescheduled to another efficient node based 

on the IQR algorithm. Same task will be running at both the 

nodes. Hence here one is the main task and the other is the 

speculative task. Result is collected from the main the task or 

the speculative task depending on the speed of their 

execution and the rest is aborted. 

Scenario 2: In normal case, the main task itself completes 

within certain time limit and returns required results. There is 

no need of the speculative task to execute. 

Scenario 3: When a main task is running and a power occurs, 

rescheduling is performed and the task is restarted at other 
efficient healthy node. This executes the task and returns the 

result. 

All the three scenarios are performed in a runtime 

environment in a motive complete the task execution at faster 

rate. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A cluster of five nodes with varying processor speed were 

considered for an experiment. Among which one is the 

master node that handles entire scheduling efficiently 

required for the processing of task. Remaining nodes of a 
cluster are the slave nodes that executes the task assigned. 

Runtime performance of deployed nodes is known by the 

instrumentation and the efficient outliers are identified by 

applying IQR algorithm. The table 1 gives information about 

the nodes deployed in a cluster. It shows the performance of 

different slave nodes with respective slave ID’s. The 

instrumented points reached by each slave for 1 micro second 

are determined. Based on this information the state of the 

system is encountered. 

 
Table 1: Cluster of nodes with instrumented points and 

identified outliers. 

 

Time taken for executing the main task and the speculative 

task is shown in the table 2. The table below also gives 

information about different scenarios occurring in runtime 

environment based on the system performance. 

 
Table 2: Time taken for task completion by the main task 

and speculative task. 

From the above table, different slaves executed the task in 

parallel. The main task started executing in slave 1 and took 

2 seconds for completion where as the speculative task took 

2.45 seconds. Hence the results obtained from main task are 

considered. The task with slave 2 completed in 1 second and 

therefore there is no speculative task. Speculative task of 

slave 3 completed first than the main task, in 3 seconds. In 

slave 4 the speculative task completed in 3 seconds. Three 

scenarios are examined in the runtime execution based on the 
system performance. 

 

Scenario 1 (Slow Processing): 

The main task starts execution in slave 1but the execution 

becomes slower. Hence the same task is executed in another 

node in parallel. Slave 1 takes 2 Sec for task execution but 

the other slave (slave i) takes 2.45 seconds for task 

execution. Hence the result from slave 1 is considered and 

the result from slave i is discarded. Similarly, in salve 3, the 

main task starts execution but it becomes slower. Hence in 

parallel execution, the speculative is executed faster than the 
main task. Hence the speculative task’s result is considered 

and the result of main task is discarded. 

 

Scenario 2 (Correct execution):  

The main task in slave 2 successfully completes execution of 

the task and hence no speculative task execution is required. 

Similar case is found with slave 5 

 

Scenario 3 (Power failure): 

The main task starts execution in slave 4 but the system 

power fails before completion of the task. Hence the task is 

run in another slave and the result is collected. From all the 
above data, the processing of the tasks is handled efficiently 

by speculating the task which uses less processing cycles in 

the execution of the task. The speculation performed with the 

healthy outlier takes less time for completion of task and is 

as shown in figure. 
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Figure 4: speculation performed in healthy outlier completes 

task in less time. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

It can be concluded that from the proposed framework the 

scheduling of compute intensive task leads to more efficient 

results. The parallel processing gets speeded up causing 

increase in the performance. Timely recognizing the outliers 

using IQR algorithm minimizes the issue of the task 

execution getting prolonged and return fast responses. From 

the considerations of scenarios gives the idea of how a task 

execution can be handled with successful results and also 

speeds up the performance of the processing.  Future 
enhancement for this work focuses on using the hybrid 

clouds. Improvement on the performance with respect to 

network speed can be an extension.  
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